
 PeeringDB Issues board  Google Meet  PC Todo list  Product Roadmap 

 2023-05-04 Start:  15:30 UTC  End:  16:30 UTC 
 Participants: Leo, Grizz, Arnold, Steve, Laurent, Yan, Marty, Yolandi 
 Apologies: Peter Helmenstine

 Main agenda 
 ●  Network Type field – how can we update it to improve its relevance? Should it be 

 multiple choice instead of exclusive choice? (see  #1379  and  #1357  ) - Heads up:  Google 
 Form survey 

 ○  Deferred discussion 
 ●  Web user interface update  – objectives, decision making,  and consultation 

 ○  Yolandi volunteered to take the lead for the PC 

 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 1185  FAC Object Creation per 
 Policy 

 Introduce automation where possible  YES 
 Website required 
 but a PeeringDB 

 org website is 
 acceptable 

 1364  IX Object Creation Per Policy  Automate most of the IX approval 
 process 

 OK 

 1365  White label IXP Feature  Add support for multiple IXPs to share 
 the same infrastructure using different 
 brand names 

 Needs revision 

 1366  Allow facilities to remove 
 objects from locations 

 As title  YES 

 Consent Agenda 
 Non-contentious issues that can be agreed in a single vote. Members can ask for an issue to be 
 placed on the main agenda if they want it to have more discussion. 

 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 1361  Add Campus and Carrier  Summarize our definition of these terms  YES 

mailto:pete@peeringdb.com


 Tooltips  to users in a tooltip to help them 
 understand what they are seeing 

 1362  Show connected networks, 
 exchanges, and carriers on 
 campus results pages 

 These tables exist for each facility that is 
 part of a campus. Show tables for the 
 whole campus on the campus page. 

 YES 

 1374  Search to include new objects: 
 Campus & Carrier 

 As title  YES 

 1376  Add a "Suggest Carrier" 
 button 

 As title  More discussion 

 1380  Reset 'Social Media' to '{}' if 
 field is null 

 Bug: as title  YES 

 1381  Add hover tip to describe 
 meaning of routeserver icon 

 As title  YES 

 1368  Facility data export into 
 Google Earth KMZ 

 We’ll be adding a way to export KMZ data 
 in bulk, but not adding in a map 
 visualization into the web ui this time 
 around 

 YES 

 1367  Lazy loading of object data  We’ll be changing the way we load data to 
 make it more responsive. This will be a 
 large amount of work but should have 
 significant performance *feel* 
 improvements to the web UI 

 YES 

 Informational 
 No action required. Members should be aware that these new issues have been agreed since 
 the last meeting. 

 Number  Title  Summary 

 1370  Facility Geocode not 
 working 

 As title 

 1372  Facility history still broken  As title 

 Adding Arnold’s document to split a campus-facility facility object  into a campus object for 
 discussion if we have time 



 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1y5deABycft0kaTiL6YW1AFwz6yksEP0lvdtFXCdM4mk/ 

 -pete 

 AOB 
 None 


